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ABSTRACT

The Caltech/DSR] balloon-borne High Energy Isotope Spectrometer
Telescope (HEIST) was flown successfully from Palestine, Texas on 14
May, 1984. The experiment was designed to measure cosmic ray isoto-
pic abundances from neon through iron, with incident particle energies
from ~ 1.5 to 2.2 GeY/nucleon, depending on the element. During ~ 38
hours at float altitude, > 105 events were recorded with Z _ 6 and
incident energies _ 1.5 GeV/nucleon. We present results from the on-
going data analysis associated with both the pre-flight Bevalac calibra-
tion and the flight data.

1. Introduction. The experiment described here is a joint undertaking by Caltech and
the Danish Space Research Institute. A large-area (geometric factor ~ 0.25 m2 sr)
balloon-borne instrument has been developed to measure cosmic-ray isotopic
abundances from neon through iron, with incident particle energies from ~ 1.5 to 2.2
Ge¥/nucleon, depending on the element (1). The experiment was first flown on 14 May,
1984, from Palestine, Texas. Prior to flight, the detector was exposed to beams of
carbon, neon, argon, and manganese at the Berkeley Bevalac, with the latter exposure
providing the principal calibration for the instrument. Preliminary results associated
with the development of mapping techniques and position-detern_nmg algorithms are
discussed, with application to flight data.

2. Instrument Description. The experiment employs either Cerenkov-AE-Cerenkov or
Cerenkov-total energy techniques for isotope resolution (see reference 1), depending
on whether the incident particle traverses the entire detector, or stops at an
intermediate position in the instrument, l_ure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
detector. A stack of twelve Nal(T1) disks (each nominally 2 cm thick, 52 cm diameter;
87.2 gm/cm 2 total thickness) directly measures the energy change AE for an incident
particle. Two Cerenkov counters (C1 and C2), measure the change in Lorentz factor,
117= 71-T_, for the event. For a stopping particle 7z = 1.0. Mass Mis obtained from:

M = AF:.IA7

" Each disk making up the stack is viewed by six individuallydigitized
photomultipliertubes (PMT). This permitsnot only a measurement of the energy
depositionper layer,but throughintercomparisonofthesixPMT responses,yieldsthe
particle'spositioninthatlayer(2,4).Because ofthe largeamount ofmaterial
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The Caltech/DSRJ balloon-borne High Energy Isotope Spectrometer 
Telescope (HEIST) was tiown successfully from Palestine, Texas on 14 
May, 1984. The experiment was designed to measure cosmic ray isoto
pic abundances from neon through iron, with incident particle energies 
from .... 1.5 to 2.2 GeY Inucleon, depending on the element. During .... 38 
hours at tioat altitude, > 105 events were recorded with Z ~ 6 and 
incident energies ~ 1.5 GeY Inucleon. We present results from the on
going data analysis associated with both the pre-flight Bevalac calibra
tion and the night data. 

1, Introduction, The experiment described here is a joint undertaking by Caltech and 
the Danish Space Research Institute. A large-area (geometric factor'" 0.25 m2 sr) 
balloon-borne instrument has been developed to measure cosmic-ray isotopic 
abundances from neon throu,gh iron, with incident particle energies from .... 1.5 to 2.2 
GeY Inucleon, depending on the element (1). The experiment was tirst tiown on 14 May. 
1984, trom Palestine, Texas. Prior to flight, the detector was exposed to beams of 
carbon, neon, argon, and manganese at the Berkeley Bevalac, with the latter exposure 
providing the principal calibration for the instrument. Preliminary results associated 
with the development of mapping techniques and position-determining algorithms are 
discussed, with application to tlight data. 
2, Instrument Description. The experiment employs either Cerenkov-flE-Cerenkov or 
Cerenkov-total energy techniques for isotope resolution (see reference 1), depending 
on whether the incident particle traverses the entire detector, or stops at an 
intermediate position in the instrument. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the 
detector. A stack of twelve NaI(TI) disks (each nominally 2 cm thick, 52 cm diameter; 
B7.2 gm/cm2 total thickness) directly measures the energy change flE for an incident 
particle. Two Cerenkov counters (C1 and C2), measure the change in Lorentz factor, 
.1)' = )'1-)'2' tor the event. For a stopping particle)'2 = 1.0. Mass M is obtained from: 

M = flEll::.)' 

Each disk making up the stack is viewed by six individually digitized 
photomultiplier tubes (PMT). This permits not only a measurement of the energy 
deposition per layer, but through intercornparison of the six PM! responses, yields the 
particle's position in that layer (2.4). Because of the large amount of material 
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necessaryto slowdown the high-energynuclei,typically85Z ofthe incidentparticles
meeting the triggerrequirements willundergo charge-changing fragmentation
reactionsin the detector.For the Na] stack,theseevents are removed through a
comparison ofthe individuallayerresponses.Plasticscintillators.(Sland $2),define
the geometry factor,and provideadditionalrejectionagainstevents fragmenting
withintheCerenkov counters.

The top Cerenkov counter consistsof a mosaic of 48 aerogel radiatorsof
refractiveindexn ~ 1.1,whilethe bottom counteremploys acombinationof teflon(n
= 1.34)and Pilot425 (n = 1.49).Resultsassociatedwiththe _Mn Bevalaccalibration
ofthe aerogelcounterb.avebeen presentedpreviously(3).

In itsflightconfiguration,thedetectorand associatedelectronicsare mounted in
an insulatedpressurevessel.An on-boardevaporativecoolingsystem isemployed to
maintainconstantdetectortemperature,rninirnizingthe need forthermalcorrections
in the data. Alongwithhousekeepinginformation,the 108 digitizedPMT outputs are
recorded on-boardusingtwo videorecorders,and are alsotransmittedto the ground
througha telemetrylinkforreal-timeanalysis.

3.FlightDetails.The experimentwas flownfrom Palestine,Texas on 14 May, 1984,
usinga 17.2x 10sft3 Winzenballoon.The instrumentmaintainedfloataltitudefor~ 38
hours, at a typicalatmospheric depth of ~ 5.5 gm/cm 2. During the flight,the
geomagnetic cutoffranged from ~ 4.5to 5.5GV. The experimentwas recoveredwith
mininm]damage totheinstrument.

For the flight,~ 4.25x 105eventswere recorded,which included> 105eventswith
Z ;_6 and kineticenergy > 1.5GeV/nucleon.Whileonlya fractionofthe eventswillbe
usableforisotopeanalysis,the remainderarebeingemployedforin-flightmapping of
the detector,gainbalancing,and stabilitychecks.

Analysisof the flightdata has shown that with minor exceptions,allsystems
performed as designed. The evaporativecoolermaintained a constant detector
temperature of 25.0+ 0.5°Cforthe majorityofthe flight,with a gradientacrossthe
Ned stackof_ 0.2°C.Examinationofthresholdsettingsand detectorgainsand offsets,
have indicatedan overallaveragestabilityforthe flightofbetterthan 17=.

4.DataAnalysts.One innovationinthisexperimentisthatthe Na]stackprovidesboth
trajectoryand energylossinformationforan incidentparticle.However,thisrequires
thatthe responseof the individualdisksmaking up the stackbe accuratelymapped.
Previousanalysisresultshave been presentedbased on the November, 1982 Bevalac
calibration,which employed a beam of 55Mn ions,at 1.75GeV/nucleon (4).Those
resultswere based on analysisof data from two centralregionsof the instrument.
Our primary analysisobjectivehas been to use the _Mn calibrationdata to generate
full-diskresponsemaps ofeach PMT viewingeach stacklayer,and to obtainfull-disk
maps of the response ratios with various PMT combinations, for position
determination.

The responsemaps foreach PMT are generatedusingan overlayof I cm binson
each Na] disk.Typically.the responseof a singlePMT variesby a factorof b to ?
acrossthe disk.The currentmapping techniqueuses calibrationdata to assignan
average response to the center of each bin. For each event, a multi-point
interpolationprocessisemployedtoobtaincorrectionfactorsfrom themaps, withthe
finalresponsegeneratedfrom a weightedaverageoverallsixPMT'sviewingthe disk.

Figure2 shows a histogramofthe normalizedenergyloss(response)forlayerI,
averagedoverthe entiredisk.The resolutionachievedof~ 2.8ZFWHM isonlyslightly
worse than the 2.4T=previouslyreportedfor centralregionsof the stack (4). We
estimatethatLandau fluctuationsaccountforapproximatelyone-halfthe distribution
width.Resultsforlayers2 and 3 exhibitsimilardistributions,witha FWHM of_ 3.0Z.
Additionalrefinementsinthe mapping techniqueare expectedtoimprove the energy
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necessary to slow down the hieh-energy nucleI. typically 85:ro of the incident particles 
meeting the trigger requirements will undergo charge-changing fragmentation 
reactions in the detector. For the NaJ stack, these events are removed through a 
comparison of the Individual layer responses. Plastic sCintillators '(Sl and S2), define 
the geometry factor, and provide additional rejection against events fragmenting 
Within the Cerenkov counters. 

The top Cerenkov counter consists of a mosaic of 48 aerogel radiators of 
refractive index n ..... 1.1. while the bottom counter employs a combination of teflon (n 
= 1.34) and Pilot 425 (n = 1.49). Results associated with the 65Mn Bevalac calibration 
of the aerogel counter have been presented previously (3). 

In its flight configuration, the detector and aSSOCiated electronics are mounted in 
an insulated pressure vessel. An on-board evaporative cooling system is employed to 
maintain constant detector temperature, minimizing the need for thermal corrections 
in the data. Along with housekeeping information, the 108 digitized PMT outputs are 
recorded on-board using two video recorders, and are also transmitted to the ground 
through a telemetry link for real-time analysis, 
3. FIi~ht Detail, The experiment was flown from Palestine. Texas on 14 May. 1984. 
using a 17.2 x 10 ft3 Winzen balloon. The instrument maintained float altitude for ..... 38 
hours, at a typical atmospheriC depth of ..... 5.5 gm/cm2 . During the flight. the 
geomagnetic cutoff ranged from ..... 4.5 to 5.5 GY. The experiment was recovered with 
minimal damage to the instrument. 

For the tlight ...... 4.25 x 105 events were recorded. which included> 105 events with 
Z ~ 6 and kinetic energy> 1.5 GeY Inucleon. While only a fraction of the events will be 
usable for isotope analysis. the remainder are being employed for in-ftight mapping of 
the detector. gain balancing. and stability checks. 

Analysis of the flight data has shown that with minor exceptions, all systems 
performed as designed. The evaporative cooler maintained a constant detector 
temperature of 25.0 ± 0.5DC for the majority of the flight, with a gradient across the 
Nal stack of ~ O.2DC. Examination of threshold settings and detector gains and offsets, 
have indicated an overall average stability for the tlight of better than l:ro. 

4, Data Analysis. One innovation in this experiment is that the NaJ stack provides both 
trajectory and energy loss information for an incident particle. However. this requires 
that the response of the individual disks making up the stack be accurately mapped. 
Previous analysis results have been presented based on the November. 1982 Bevalac 
calibration. which employed a beam of 55Mn ions, at 1.75 GeY I nucleon (4). Those 
results were based on analysis of data from two central regions of the instrument. 
Our primary analysiS objective has been to use the 05Mn calibration data to generate 
full-disk response maps of each PMT viewing each stack layer. and to obtain full-disk 
maps of the response ratios with various PM! combinations. for position 
determination. 

The response maps for each PM! are generated using an overlay of 1 cm bins on 
each NaJ disk. Typically. the response of a single PM! varies by a factor of 5 to 7 
across the disk. The current mapping technique uses calibration data to assign an 
average response to the center of each bin. For each event. a multi-point 
interpolation process is employed to obtain correction factors from the maps, with the 
final response generated from a weighted average over all six PMT's viewing the disk. 

Figure 2 shows a histogram of the normalized energy loss (response) for layer 1. 
averaged over the entire disk. The resolution achieved of ..... 2.8:ro FWHM is only slightly 
worse than the 2.4:ro previously reported for central regions of the stack (4). We 
estimate that Landau fluctuations account for approximately one-half the distribution 
width. Results for layers 2 and 3 exhibit similar distributions, with a FWHM of ..... 3.0%. 
Additional refinements in the mapping technique are expected to improve the energy 
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resolution further.

In additionto generating full-diskresponse maps, work is progressingon
developlngpositiondeterminingalgorithmsfor the disks.Positionresolutionis
obtained from the calibrationdata, by cornparir_the measured event position
obtained from Bevalac wire-chamber data, and that inferred from al_orithrns
employing ratiosof diskPMT responses.The use of PMT responseratioseffectively
removes the energy dependence from the positiondetermination.Currently,sixratio
maps are generated foreach Na] disk,usin_a i crnspatialgrid.The maps employ
ratios of opposite sums of two and three adjacent PMT's viewing each disk.
Intermediatepositionsareobtainedusir_an interpolationprocess.For a givenevent,
the best estimate of particlepositionis determined from an al_orithrnwhich
minimizesthe differencebetween themapped ratiosand the measured eventratios.

Figure3 shows thedifferencedistributionfora singlepositioncoordinate(AX),as
determined from r_Mn calibrationdata averagedoverapproximatelythe centraltwo-
thirdsarea of layeri. The centralportionofthedistributionhas a T"@HM of4mnz in
good agreement wlththe resultspreviouslypresented,thatwere limitedto datanear
the stack axis (4).Similarresultsare obtainedfor the orthogonalcoordinateAY.
Combining both positioncoordinatesforlayerI produces the differencedistribution
shown inFigure4,where:

= (_0C2 + A_) _
From these results,the rms positionresolutionfor layeri is found to be of order
3rnrn.In extendingthe analysisto deeper stacklayers,the distributionbroadens to
~ 4.4turnby layer5. We considertheseresultsas upper limitsto the intrinsicstack
resolution,in that contributionsfrom wlre-chamber uncertaintiesand multiple
Coulomb scatteringhave notyetbeen unfoldedfrom the data.

_---DJ_C_tSSt_.While we anticipatefurtherimprovement in the analysisresults
describedhere, our resultsfor energy resolutionare alreadyconsistentwith the
designgoalsforisotoperesolutioninthe instrument.Inparticular,ifwe extrapolate
these resultsto the full12 layersof the stack for stoppin_SSMn, the expected
contributionto mass errorfrom uncertaintyinAE,isoforder 0.3Z.Thisuncertainty
resultsin an associatedmass errorforthe instrumentof ~ 0.19amu forMn at the
Bevalacenergies,witha correspondinglysmalleruncertaintyforthe lighterelements.

Prior to the detailedanalysisof the flightdata, the maps and position-
determiningalgorithmsdevelopedfrom the V°Mn Bevalacexposuremust be extended
to the remaining stack layers.Concurrent with this effort,we are optimizin_
techniques for trajectorydetermination,and extendingthe position-determining
algorithmsto theoutered£esofthedisks.

6.Acknowled£¢rn_ Thiswork was partiallysupportedby NASA, under grant NGR
05-006-160.
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resolution further. 
In addition to generating full-disk response maps, work is progressing on 

developing position determining algorithms tor the disks. Position resolution is 
obt.ained from the calibration data, by comparing the measured event position 
obtained trom Bevalac Wire-chamber data, and that inferred trom algorithms 
employing ratios of disk PMT responses. The use of PMT response ratios effectively 
removes the energy dependence trom the position determination. Currently, six ratio 
maps are generated for each Nal disk, using a 1 em spatial grid. The maps employ 
ratios of opposite sums of two and three adjacent PMT's viewing each disk. 
Intermediate positions are obtained using an interpolation process. For a given event, 
the best estimate of particle pOSition 1s determined trom an algorithm which 
minimizes the difference between the mapped ratios a.nd the measured event ratios. 

Figure 3 shows the difference distribution for a single pOSition coordinate (~, as 
determined from ~Mn calibration data averaged over approximately the central two
thirds area of layer 1. The central portion of the distribution has a FWHM of 4mrn, in 
good agreement With the results previously presented, that were limited to data near 
the stack axis (4). Similar results are obtained for the orthogonal coordinatel::.Y. 
Combining both position coordinates for layer 1 produces the difference distribUtion 
shown in Figure 4, where: 

t::.R = (!:1f! + I::. y2)Yt 
From these results, the rms pOSition resolution for layer 1 is found to be of order 
3mm. In extending the analysis to deeper stack layers, the distribution broadens to 

'" 4.4mm by layer 5. We consider these results as upper limits to the intrinsic stack 
resolution, in that contributions from Wire-chamber uncertainties and multiple 
Coulomb scattering have not yet been unfolded from the data. 
5. DiSCUssion. While we anticipate further improvement in the analysis results 
described here, our results for energy resolution are already consistent With the 
design goals for isotope resolution in the instrument. In particular, if we extrapolate 
these results to the full 12 layers of the stack for stopping 55Mn, the expected 
contribution to mass error from uncertainty in t::.E is of order 0.3%. This uncertainty 
results in an associated mass error for the instrument of "" 0.19 amu for W.n at the 
Bevalac energies, With a correspondingly smaller uncertainty for the lighter elements. 

Prior to the detailed analysis of the ftight data, the maps and position
determining algorithms developed from the 55Mn Bevalac exposure must be extended 
to the remaining stack layers. Concurrent with this effort, we are optimizing 
techniques for trajectory determination, and extending the position-determining 
algorithms to the outer edges of the disks. 
6 Acknowledgements. This work was partially supported by NASA, under grant NGR 
05-006-160. 
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